
Also offered alternative RTP versions, 
please contact account manager

RTP

VOLATILITY

WIN UP TO

FEATURES

PAYLINES MIN BET MAX BET

BASE GAME FEATURES

96.10%

Med/High

Win up to 20000X

• Collect Feature
• Bonus Feature
• Boost
• Wild Symbol
• Scatter Symbol

40 0.20 24.00

64.66% 31.44%

Land 3 Scatters to trigger the Bonus Feature. 3 
Bonus spins are awarded. There are special Bonus 
symbols for the Bonus feature. If a Bonus symbol 
appears, the spins left count is readjusted to the 
reset value. The initial reset value is 3. This feature 
can trigger in base game. All bets played are the 
same as the spin that triggered this feature.

Bonus symbols are Coins, Antonius Multiplier and 
Helena Extra Spin symbols. When a Coin lands it 
will remain in position until the end of the Bonus. 
Antonius Multiplier symbols may include a 1x - 5x 
multiplier. Helena Extra Spin symbol increases the 
reset value of the spins by 1.

Land a Coin for a chance to increase your win! Coins 
appear on reels 1 - 4. When a Collect symbol lands 
on reel 5, the total value of all the Coins on the reels 
is awarded. A Collect symbol may include a 2x - 5x 
multiplier. The multiplier is applied to the total value 
of all Coins on reels. Wins awarded during the feature 
are added to base game wins. This feature can 
|trigger in base game.

BONUS FEATURE

COLLECT FEATURE

Activating the Boost increases win potential. The base game offers more 
Coins, bigger average Coin rewards and multipliers for Collect Symbols. The 
chance of landing Antonius Multiplier and Helena Extra Spin symbols in the 
Bonus is increased. The 
total bet is increased by 
50%. This feature does not 
affect symbol pays. This 
feature can be activated in 
the base game.
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